AOV19 25 TA LIFE «Hellbound misery torment » CD




If any band has crafted an authentic and indelible presence in the hardcore scene its 25 Ta Life. Lead by charismatic front man Rick Ta Life, the band has defined the straight edge hardcore scene for over a decade, traveling the globe on a non stop touring shedule, bringing a message of peace, unity and strength through music that trancends language and national boundaries.

	This latest hard-core installment from one of the most consistent bands on the Scene, 25 Ta Life’s new album not only maintains the energy of past releases but ratchets up intensity and aggression to a whole new level. With that new opus 25 Ta Life does a thundering attack. A real blast of metallic New York Hardcore while including new guitar riffs and diverse lyricals - vocals directions. But still harshness and sheer brutality remain the band’s credo. Cranium crushers like "Abort" and "Heavenly sleep” give evidence. Anyway, everyone that hears is TRIP!! European version of “Hellbound, misery, torment” out on The Age Of Venus Records include 3 bonus tracks and an enhanced part (with high quality footage &pics gallerie).
	History goes like this: 25 Ta Life... The band that supported hardcore, gave so much life to the scene, still hardcore, still dedicated, still keepin it real in 2005. 25 Ta Life started in late 92, Rick the roadie for Agnostic Front... in 1991 on the AxF / Nuclear Assault / Corrosion of Comformity tour, and then on the AxF, Obituary, Cannibal Corpse tour, with rick and freddy Madball as the roadies. After AxF disbanded in late 92, Rick started 25 Ta Life to help keep the scene alive. In 94, the band released a  7"/cd on sft and in 95 "keepin it real" cd on We Bite, they became the new hype with a strong attitude and a style on their own. 98 and 00 saw "strength thru unity” & "friendship, loyalty, commitment" out on Goodlife. Since then the band is a totally established and influencial band . After 7 years and non stop touring 25 ta Life was on hold. But summer 02, they returned and finished "friends / enemies" cd on AOV rcds and toured Europe 3 times (together with label mate Right 4 Life and Jetsex.) Again, in summer 05 the band will be there in support of new amazing release “Hellbound, misery torment” cd.

See yaz on tour... thank you.

